Seattle Art Museum acknowledges that we are on the traditional homelands of the Duwamish and the customary territories of the Suquamish and Muckleshoot Peoples. As a cultural and educational institution, we honor our ongoing connection to these communities past, present, and future. We also acknowledge the urban Native peoples from many Nations who call Seattle their home.
In the heart of Seattle, SAM’s global collections bridge cultures and centuries. Use this guide to map your way across continents inside our galleries, from our extensive Native American art galleries to our rotating installations of modern and contemporary art and exciting special exhibitions from artists around the world.

CONNECT ART TO LIFE
GROUND FLOOR

- Information
- Ticketing
- Coat Check
- Wyckoff Education Resource Center: Closed
- Chase Open Studio: Closed

MARKET SEATTLE Restaurant

Kids Terrace: Closed

Community Gallery: Closed

SAM Shop & Gallery

SECOND FLOOR
SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS

**Imogen Cunningham: A Retrospective**  
November 18, 2021–February 6, 2022  
*Imogen Cunningham: A Retrospective* showcases the endless innovation and profound influence of this remarkable photographer who pushed the boundaries for both women and photography within fine art.

**Frisson: The Richard E. Lang and Jane Lang Davis Collection**  
October 15, 2021–November 27, 2022  
*Third Floor Galleries*  
Francis Bacon, Philip Guston, Franz Kline, Willem de Kooning, Lee Krasner, Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, Clyfford Still, and others—see icons of Abstract Expressionism in *Frisson: The Richard E. Lang and Jane Lang Davis Collection.*

JOIN TODAY

Become a SAM member and enjoy unlimited free admission all year, including these special exhibitions. Ask at the ticketing desk how to apply your ticket towards a membership today!
Modern & Contemporary Art
American Art
Chinese Art
Japanese & Korean Art
Australian Art
Native Art of the Americas

Special Exhibitions
European Art
Ancient Mediterranean & Islamic Art
African Art